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ABSTRACT
Project Search for Preventive Approaches hypothesized

that the development of cognitive competence in:adults and in
youngsters, using non - curriculum- oriented materials, and derivinct
pleasure from an intellectual experience, could be posited as a
necessary prerequisite for preventing or curbing maladaptive behavior
in the ghetto child, and helplessness and feelings of inadequacy on
the part of those responsible for this child'S continuing growth.
.Towards this end, a program was initiated in the form of "Think"
Workshops and was held in five schools in East Harlem, and Harlem.
Attending in the second year of the project were over 60 adults. some
were mothers who worked with their own children at home; others were
paraprofessionals who trained their own children as well as a'
comparable group in the school setting. Another group of
paraprofessionals worked only with children in school. In all, over
150 subjects were involved in this study, 100 ofthem in the past
year. Results indicated that statistically significant gains occurred
in the cognitive competence of both the adults attending the
workShops and the youngsters trained by these adults. In the area of
self-esteem, -it was found-that statistically significant gains in
social competence by the adults led to a statistically significant
lessening of respect for authority by this same population. [Most of
the appendices are poor in legibility.] (Author/JM)
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CHAPTER I

THE ISSUE OF MINORITY GROUP DELINQUENCY

Serious ego deficits, lack of meaningful affectional relations

and strong aggressive impulses seem characteristic of pre-delinquent

or delinquent youth® This form of alienation derives from the child's

first feelings about himself and his first impression of his worth in

the world around him.

While higher crime rates among minority group youth may well

reflect bias in arrest procedures as well as discriminatory law en-

forcement practices, there is no doubt that within our, high risk

communities delinquent and pre-delinquent behavior highlight the

incontrovertible gap between what are posited as meaningful societal

goals in our culture and what disadvantaged youth experiences in the

way of realistic preparation for approximating these goals.

Alienation and Derivation

Alienation of youth from the structure end aims of the pre-

vailing social system is a w rld-wide phenomenon, cutting across

class and ethnic lines.- Most often, however, it is not opposition

to those ego-strengthening values in the-life style called middle-

class which are rejected by minority youth, but rather that minority

youth experiences total rejection by a society which does not provide

him either with the adult referents or the necessary academic

sources which are central to-the attainment either of healthy long-

or short-term goals.

1
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For the black child, particularly in the ghetto areas, his

parents' own feelings of hopelessness, anger and resentment accen-

tuate the child's initial feelings of worthlessness. "Where the

self-image is rooted in and structured by self - rejection, we can

expect negative effect on the behavior and experience of the indi-

vidual, both in personality adjustment and achievement orientation"

(Gold, 1969). A deprived family environment, with parents unable -

or believing themselves unable - to supply the affectional and cogni-

tive needs of their children, is not conducive to any form of healthy

ego development.

The Ghetto School

Furthering the feeling of ego inferiority is the atmosphere

prevailing in the ghetto school. Entering the educational process

with minimal ego resources, the economically disadvantaged child is

even more dependent on the resources of the school to bolster his

waning sense of self-esteem. Yet the majority of inner city schools

have far too often failed to provide this pupil with the setting which

enables him to see and feel a meaningful meshing of purpose between

the formal educational process he encounters and the ego strength

and sense of identification he seeks.

Far too often school goals do not see- realizable! The

failure to .achieve in school depresses Motivation! The more the

child falls behind the more helpless and inferior he feels, ex-

acerbating his internalized belief that, in fact, h has no "brains"

at all, and that-it is hopeless for him to try to learn his su -cts."
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These self- deprecatory attitudes are not successfully di--

pelled by the teacher who often carries _(although just as often

unconsciously 2o) hiss own stereotyped attitude towards this child

into the classroom. In order for the ghetto child to preserve his

sense of self, a response which seems to provide him immediate

(although negati ego satisfaction - is "acting- attention-

seeking behavior.

Poor grades have a marked association with delinquency.

According to Gold, boys whose school grades fall well below their

class average are significantly more delinquent than their fellows

(1969). Gold believes that delinquent behavior may itself be a

compensatory mechanism, a self-defeating attempt to solve the prob-

lem of the derogated self.

Delinquency and Self-Esteem

A significant relationship-between delinquency and low self-

esteem has been established by other investigators (Massimo and

Shore, 1963). The delinquent peer group becomes an available outlet

for the enhancement of reputation.so sorely undermined in the school

atmosphere Short and Strodtbeck, 1965) Unable to influence others,

negatively influenced by others, pervaded by a deep sense of inferiority,

rejected by .the dominant sectors of society, delinquent_ youth seeks

to compensate for this Powerlessness by reliance on the peer group to

provide a-type of socialized outlet for rage and anger, and an external

substitute for internal ego strength and self-esteem.
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Rationale For Project SPA

Under the aegis of The Northr'ide Center for Child Developme1

the current investigator has been exploring innovative approaches

with ghetto youth for almost a decade. As a result of several

earlier programs, successfully attempted (Meyer;, 1967 ), Project

SPA (Search for Preventive Approaches) funded by HEW, chose to

focus its main - in fact, its sole - emphasis on the development

of a sense of cognitive competence both in youngsters and in those

adults who had contact with these youngsters (parents, group leaders,

teachers, para- professionals): i.e. to teach them to become aware

of their intellectual potential, exclusive of, and outside the con-

fines of school subject matter or school - oriented materials. The

process would be developed deliberately within the context o

brief pleasurable experience, non-threatening and ego- rather than

task-oriented, providing immediate rather than deferred gratification.

What was important was: 1. To make the child conscious of his own

positive intellectual abilities and R. To demonstrate to him that

there could be real enjoyment in exercising those intellectual skills.

To accomplish these aims with youngsters, and to do it succe

*Northside Center for Child Development is a family oriented
child guidance center in existence since the 19401s, serving predomi-
nantly.children ark parents of Harlem and East Harlem. It offers a
full range of intak evaluation services and the therapeutic modalities
available include: individual, group, and family therapy, a remedial
and educational program, parent education and activity groups, and
more recently, other ancillary services directed toward community
action and the training of indigenous personnel.
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fully, it became important to remove the entire program outside

the area of academic achievement, so closely linked to actual or

anticipated encounters with failure. An equally salient objective

was to involve meaningful adults into this "brain-training" process;

to use those very parents, who, heretofore, because of their own

poor self-esteem and lack of formal education, had avoided this typ

of intellectual interaction with their children.

It was hypothesized that parents could provide a strong

supportive cognitive atmosphere for their children, fostering atti-

tudes of self-worth in their children only if, at one and the same

time, the parents themselves were encouraged to recognize their own

intellectual competence, their own ability to cope with conceptualizing

problems.

Parents and children were therefore to be exposed to a learning

experience in ways they had never before attempted. y were con-

fronted with non-school problems - verbal, mathematical, graphic,

perceptual, problem-solving - the solution of which required high

level abstract thinking.

Emphasis would not be necessarily on the correct answer per

but on the stimulation and fun that could be experienced in

-trying to think throt(gh challenging problems:. in discovering the

structure and form of the stimuli; analyzing the design of the

problem before attempting to jump to conclusions; and discovering

that such a process could be transferred to all types of challenges

and that-workable solutions were forthcoming.
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Workshop participan we constantly reminded that the

primary -y purpose was to learn how to "use their brains," as a rea-

listic imperative rather than a good-natured form of chiding. The

sumption was repeatedly made and reinforced that each member of

the group did in fact, have a good brain, capable of being developed,

as a muscle was capable of developing with exercise. The parallel

presented was that of a trainer with a prize fighter The group

leader was a rainer," thesessions were "sparring sessions."

The groups would be exerci 5 ng_ skills in the use of "brain

learning the rules of "doing your own think."

Every effort was made to provide immediate ather than

delayed gratification so that the reward in these sessions was the

p

reinfo

brain'"

cing feeling of fulfillment that derived from .'!using one's

towards- a successful solution of an abstract prbblem at the-

time of ins presentation. It seemed apparent to this investigator

that the high premium placed on "delayed gratification" could only

be developed after some successful experiences with immediate grati-

fication could increase a child's confidence and raise his sights.

Briefly, learning how to think was made a structured, inescapable

aspect of the groups' functioning, rather than a hoped-for by-product

of curriculum-focused subject matter. Concrete problems were pre-

sented for the precise and specific purpose of developing skills in

abstraction, categorization, concept.formation and problem solving.

(Appendix A ,provides one of the desseminated materials; a brief

manual is being prepared for general use and will be Part II of
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this project).

Project SPA and its chief investigator hypothesized that

the development of cognitive competence in grapplin; with concep-

. tualizing material, and deriving pleasure therefroin could be

posited as a, prerequisite fir preventing. maladaptive

behavior in the ghetto child and helplessness on the part of

those responsible for this child's continuing growth. Social

learning theorists have long contended, and those who work in

schools and clinics have long observed, that frustration does,

in fact, instigate aggressive, behavior. Since aggressive be-

havior, in a circular fashion, further encourages frustration,

it was posited that this tightening spiral, most often initiated

by frustrating school situations finally encapsulates the entire

functioning of the child, leading to the pre-condibions. for pre-

delinquent or anti-social acts. This assumption therefore sub=

sumes the rationale for the program ref Project SPA.
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CHAPTER II

RELATED RESEARCH; THE HYPOTHESES

Interest in the detailing of the learning deficits

lower-class children shares in importance .with investigation.

studying the growth and development of cognitive processes i!

all children. The education market has been glutted with a

rapidly growing plethora of materials (often highly sophisti-

ea,, d electronically and just as highly priced) and theories

(often summarily discarded before widely practiced ) . Both

focus on the. development of teaching methods and curricula

aimed at arousing the intrinsic interest of children in learr

The open classroom, being essayed in many cities, remains to

evaluated-In next few years. Programmed instruction is

often evaluated but frequently by the very institutions

who produce the hardWare. Learning how to think, learning

how to learn, and finding pleasure in the process, however,

remain phrases which pepper the textbooks- but not flavor the

clasSr_om process.

Early Cognitive _erience

In an article on educational theory and the psycholog

learning, G.T. Buswell (1956) sugge-ted that a most important

of exploration in education could be research on the success,

8
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lack of it, in teaching students "how to think. For many yes

our schools, particularly at the high school and college leva

have proclaimed this as one of their main objectives. Yet,

critical appraisal of available research on this problem give

little evidence schools are accomplishing their objective."

Somewhat later, Hunt became an ardent proponent of t

importance of early cognitive stimulation and perceptual expe

ences (1961). He believed that the rapidity with which the ch

proceeded through Pia et s stages of intellectual development

pended on the ricnness of his environment; that the training-:

vided by the child's natural environment. was Often too casual

-not-sufficiently reinforced for the successful development -of

nitive strategies required for more adult modes of thought.

-According to Piaget, the ages from seven to eleven yi

-children are most decisive in their intellectual development

It is at this time. (actually from the. second grade on), that I

begin to think in logical terms, to understand simple- hierarcl

concept- ormation,- to become aware of the inalterable properti

objects.

Siegel, _(1964) writing of-the attainment of conceptE

stated: "The child during this period, age seven to eleven, 17

evolved a conceptual organization that begins tO be coherent a

stable, possessing characteristics of logic, he ability to th

in categorical terms. He has now become able to use his concep

framework as a way of organizing the diverse world about him.
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tt is during. these particular four or--five.years that the child

makes the greatest-strides toward fOrmal and adult conceptual

functioning."

But if the environment fairs to provide the child with con-

crete structured tasks centered around the development of these

abstract skills, he is deprived of the ability to move from an

earlier stage of intellectual development to one more appropriate

for his age and normal intelligence.

Vygotsky's book on language and thought summarized the

importance of instructing the child in concept formation (1962).

Although he supported Piaget's main. schemata, he was critical of

the idea that such conceptual growth was spontaneous. "In

operating with spontaneous concept. , the child is not conscious

of them because his attention is always centered on the object

to which the concept refers, never on the act of thought itself."

He felt that instruction played a decisive role in making the

child conscious of his own mental processes, and simultaneously

urged him towards the solution of problems which went beyond his

current intellectual functioning towards his proximal "zone of

intelligence."

Jerome Bruner, (1966) working in the field of curriculum,

instruction, and the cognitive processes, is a strong adherent of

Vygotsky's approach to instruction. He, too, pointed out that an

impoverished environment "one with with diminished heterogeneity and

a reduced set of opportunities for manipulation and discrimination,

10
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produces an adult organism with reduced abilities to discriminate,

with stunted, strategies for coping with roundabout solutions, with

less tastefor exploratory behavior, and with a notably reduced

tendency to draw inferences' (1966).

A child with reduded abilities to discriminate, with stunted

coping mechanisms, with no-zest for exploratory behavior and a re-

duced tendency to draw inferences - could not these provide a set-of

predictive assumptions for maladaptive, sociopathic behavior?

Co -itive Devel- ent in Lower Class Children

Rainwater (1970) declares that psychology, when dealing

with the children of poverty, has become increasingly concerned

with mental processes rather than with personality processes in

general. He states that the emphasis has now shifted to the

pathological character of cognitive development, to trained

inCapacities,' to the absence of. experiences that leave the child

cognitively underdeveloped.

Deutsch, in 1965, concentrated on deprived cognitive develop-

ment. He pointed out that disadvantaged children who had no physical

defects of eyes, ears, or brain nevertheless showed inferior habits

of hearing, seeing and thinking because they were deprived of a

sufficient variety-of stimuli to which they were maturationally

capable of responding, but which were not available to them.

In 1967, Professor Smiley of Hunter College, felt that
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the objective of educational programs for the disadvantaged had

to aim at developing "children's -perceptual acuity, language

patterns and vocabulary; and further, to deVelop such learning

skills as ordering, comparing, generalizing." She deplored the

tendency to cling to curricular_ objectives rather than to stress

intellectual skills. She seemed critical of teachers whose peda-

gogic security depended on dealing with specific objectives devel-

aped in traditional programs when teaching.the disadvantaged, rather

than on plunging into less well-charted but more creative content.

She, too, urged that theorida of, and research on, concept develop-

ment, emerging in the works of Piaget, Vygotsky, Bruner, Hunt

among others, be incorporated into the formulation of educational

objectives for disadvantaged children - for all children, in fact.

In the 1966 Teacher Education Conference of CUNY, Professor

Shumsky discussed the-efforts that Israel was making to.improVe

the development of the disadvantaged child. He stated that the

problem was to find a teaching behavior that would meet the con-

crete behavior of disadvantaged children. He did not therefore

propose teaching on-a concrete level in order to accommodate to

the level of a child's functioning. Re called instead.for methods

which would inculcate the abstract attitude. He felt that concrete

thinking was an aspect of personal passivity, that it would be

necessary to find a way which stressed personal assertiveness and

abstract thinking.

Hunt (1970) asserted that the children of the pop'. gai
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most from curricula that deliberately taught cognitive structures.

and linguistic skills. He added that no one had to tell the

children of the poor-that they were failing! Any hope they

may have brought to the school was all too quickly quashed by

their encounters with their own obvious failure,- and that, as

their hOpes were extinguished,

at the earliest opportunity.

Certainly, it seemed

they tended to drop out of school

this investigator, that teaching

approaches which had most often been applied exclusively with

the intellectually gifted or creative, might therefore be the

method of choice for working with the disadvantaged child. For

the disadvantaged child, his school experiences, if they did not

bore him and disaffect him with their stress on traditional rote

learning, reaffirmed his sense of inadequacy by demanding intel-

lectual assertiveness when the youngster had had no previous

gratifying experiences with this calledforbehavior.

Ego Revelment in Lower Class Children

"Poverty tends to provide inputs to its participants that

lead to self-definitions approaching the nonperson. This state-

ment by Sarbin (1970) is reiterated by Rainwater who avers the

poor are not considered, and often do not consider themselves,

part of the regular moral system accepted by ordinary and regu-

lar society (1970). He further asserts-that for this reason,
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such groups legitimately can consider themselves. "disinherited"

nceno value nor taken-for-granted place has been made for

them and their children in the society. "They- are on-the out-

side, looking in." If that is so, and if school further depresses

one's sense of self-worth, it would seem significant not that

there are so many, but that there are proportionately so few,

who must seek for ego satisfaction outside the pale of accepted

societal values.

Hess (1970) indicated that low self-esteem, a sense of

inefficacy and passivity form a cluster of attitudes in lower-

class life which should be regarded, not so much as Stable per-

sonality traits but more sensibly as adaptive-responses to

frustration and to being forced to wait for someone in authority

to act. He further feels that lower-class adults perhaps because.

of lack-of confidence and fear.. of social. ineptitude, tend to

level off "contours" of cognitive awareness and understanding,

and to interpret life in stereotypes, cliches and familiar phrases.

In short, following in part from a .mistrust of the unfamiliar, of

not being able to compete in unfamiliar-modes of-reasoning, in

part from their reluctance to accept standards of evaluation which

would be to their disadvantage if self-applied, there tends to be

a need to reject intellectuality' as being .counter - productive for

Itheir mode of living.
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Socialization by Parents in Cognitive Skills

If, as Allan says (1970), socialization refers to those

processes that lead to an individual's eventually learning to

share ways of acting, thinking and feeling with other members

of his culture of subculture, then it follows that conscious

engagement. in the learning process is of central importance in

the socialization interaction between adult and child.

But even here, the process of socialization either by

parents or-by parent surrogates (teachers, e.g.) underscores

a further source of frustration for the inner city child.

Klaus and Gray (1967), Hunt (1970), Bronfenbrenne (1958),

Chilman (1965) are all agreed-that .ehild-rearing practices must-

foster the development of basic intellectual and motivational

skills required for coping with and participating in the.main-

stream of our society. While such hortatory advice may

illusory, programs are currently being developed which seem to

concentrate in just this area: teaching parents-how to develop

cognitive skills in their children. Hunt-comments on the need

first to help parent. themselves overcome their own isolation

and degradation. The typical :Parents responSe to their child-

ren's behavior and efforts-at communication often reflect their

(the parents) -own impulses and needs. But-what ias been stressed

to these parents in the overcrowded understaffed schools, (and

reinforced by their own exhaustion) i-s_that a "good" child--is-a

"quiet" child who does not bother theM. That is why-they send
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their youngsters to school encouraging them to be good" and

"do what theteacher says.- Since, being "good" means be quiet

and not to speak unless spoken to, what has been expunged out of

the child's coping behavior is his own initiative, his own explora

tory curiosity, his own testing out Of his competences.

The Para-rofessional Revolution

The training of-indigenous -paraprofessi nals has become a

new objective in the school system. A survey by the Office of

New Careers (HEW) as reported in the Summer 1971 issue of the

New Human Services Newsletter revealed that Over 700 colleges

were offering programs for paraprofessionals.

Also reported in the Newsletter were the results of-two

studies of paraprofessionals: in schools in Portland, Oregon; and

Schools in New York City.

In the former. .investigation, it was ascertained.that in-

structional costs were lowered, and that the program had the

greatest effect upon raising achieVement levels of black children.

The latter survey conducted by one institute for educa-

tional developmentstudied over 3,500 New York City paraprofessionals.

The results-indicated that the most common paraprofessional work

activities were talking quietly with a child who was upset or dis7

turbing the class, stopping arguments or fights among students,

assistingwith.learning drills in reading or mathematics, going

over a paper with children, and listening to children tell stories.

Even though such activities, unlike. the activities of the ,
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Oregon paraprofessionals seem to shy away from actual teaching

competence, it was noted that over 90%-of the pupils interviewed

said they enjoyed coming to school more; that princdrals and

teachers felt pupil atti.udes.had improved and parents reported

their children showed more interest in school work. Apparently

paraprofessionals can play a more decisive role in the learning

process.

The. teachers are less certain.of- this development!

Gartner (1971) quotes an NEA survey in 1968 which indicated that

over 9G percent of teachers who had paraprofessionals professed

that the aide was helpful, but 73 percent of the total sample

favored giving paraprofessional only clerical- duties to perform

and were less supportive of engaging the paraprofessional in any

aspect of classroom instruction. In 1967, in the Racine and

Madison,- Wisconsin: school systems with paraprofession -als, 72

percent favored their use for relieving teachers of routine

and clerical tasks but only.34percent felt they could be en-

trusted with "limited instructional tasks."

One of the problems which emerges in a review of the

literature concerning paraprofessionals is the constantly recur-

ring forMulation citing the inadequacy of current role definition

for the professionals and the insecurity of the supervisory pro-

fessional in structuring the functioning of the paraprofessional.

Certainly it is easier for paraprofessionals to be assigned

the dreary task of clerical duties than to provide a learning and
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teaching experience to an indigenous paraprofessional whose

help in the classroom is so often relegated to working in

small groups, often singly with the most unruly child.

Frank Reissman, in his forward to Gartner's book relates

how quicz-ILly teachers responded to the idea of professionals assisting

them in "ealing w.i youngsters who were giving them lots of

trouble in the classroom" But it is in this area precisely

where training the paraprofessional in Think Workshops provides

her (or him) with skills which, while cognitive, do not require

academic training, but which do stress the pleasure of learning

how to think both for the child and the paraprofes ional.

Developing and upgrading paraprofessionals therefore might

become one of specialization in certain types of cognitive and psy-

chological development. It might be important to bypass the

hierarchical and often outmoded sequence of courses pursued in

schools of educatipn for the training of teachers, and add in-

stead a new dimension: bringing fun-and-games into the classroom,

minimizing focus on school learning and stressing focus on a

child's own potential in thinking and playing around with ideas;

to institute a kind of elementary "brain-storming" process. This

would help give the paraprofessional special skills from which

even the professional teacher as well as the child would profit,

and would imbue the interaction between the child and the para-

professional with a kind of lively creative approach to self-

enhancement.
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With Keyserling predicting a rise to .more than 1.1

million aldeS by 1972 (1956) and both the National Education

Association-and the American Federation of Teachers supporting

the use of paraprofessionals in education, with funds coming

from Cobgress state and-local education agencies to develop

paraprofessional programs, and with evidence existing that

there is a positive relationship between the use of aides and

the imprOvementof instruction in the schools, the -development

of a-learning program which drawd its materials, its skills and

its structure from the inner strengths of the participants rather

than the hard or soft ware of the educational establishment seems.

a deSirable method of training paraprofessionals.

There is--now- in New York a curtailment of professional

school services, concomitant with .an expansion.of the use of

the paraprofessional,particularly in- the inner city. The

schools have had to rely on the paraprofesSional to. fill psy-

chological, educational and remedial gaps while. curtailed budgets

are forcing a reduction in the professional guidance, counseling,

psychological and.remedial staff. Not only have the numbers of

paraprofessionals increased, but their services have perforce

had to expand.

Nevertheless, they are too frequently utilized in the

classroom for the precise purpose of relieving the.teacher of

the special problems presented by the acting-out" presumably

therefore "delinquency-prone" child.
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The Northside Center had long felt that parents and

paraprofessionals could be trained to do more than custodial

or "busy work" with children, that even with a minimum of for-

mal education, paraprofessionals could develop cognitive com-

petence which would not only increase the skills and creative

techniques of paraprofessionals thereby raising their on sense

of competence, but alSo give them additional leverage in working

with children.

For these reasons as well as for reasons which will be

detailed in the following chapter, Project SPA shifted its focus

during the second year of its program to conducting "Think" Work-

shops primarily with groups of paraprofessionals and parents

working Schools in East and Central Harlem.

ollpses

Project SPAls basic assumptions did not alter, however.

In order to test out a cognitive approach to behavior

modification in minority group children for-Whom a combination

of circumstance's beyond their control could lead to maladaptive

social patterns of behaviorl it was hypothesiked that:

1. Adults trained in SPA workshops would show a signi-

ficant increase in cognitive competence.

2. Children who, in turn, were trained by these adults

would demonstrate a significant increase in cognitive competence..
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Greater ,cognitive gains.would-be made by those adults

who scored lower in the tested cognitive skills.

4. Greater- cognitive gainS similarly would be made

those children who scored lower in cognitive skills.

5. Adultstrained in SPA workshops would

ficant increase in self-esteem.

6. Children who worked with,these adults would show a

significant increase in self-esteem.

7. Adults trained in SPA workshops would improve in their

perception and acceptance of socially- desirable-behavior.

S. Children who worked with these:adults would demonstrate

similarly a greater acCeptance_ of socially desirable:behavior.

Parents in SPA workshops who trained their own

children at home would be less likely to affect greater gains

in.the children than adults who worked with them in the schools.

show signi-

y

21
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CHAPTER III

PRO ECT SPA 1969-1970; THE EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN:

HELP OR HINDRANCE

The plan for the _first year of Project SPA did no

-ever, target in on paraprofessional training... It planned

shops with the parents and teachers fp e-delinquent" child

in second -and third grades. The selection of parents to be en

listed in the workshops would be made by the-schools' guidance

and psychological personnel, based on determination_of

delin-quencyprone:children. Parents would be trained to work

with their children at home, on -the basis of spending only- fly

minutes a day with the child. By focusing. on cagnitiVe develo

went as a pleasureproducing0- shared experience, thereby en-

hancing the self -image and restoring self-confidence-In the ar

of ego controls and, structure in both parents and children,

deterrent in the development of delinquent behavior-was hyPoth.

sized.

For the delinquent adolescent, indigenous parapwofes;

were to be trained to work with a teen-agers' group who had al]

exhibited "delinquent tendencies. It was posited that a mode:

interaction would be developed to transform potential anti-socf

activities of the group into pro-social behavior; that the'host

and anger of minority youth could be transformed into more appx

channels for expressing anger and frustration by participation

22
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larger, more positive pro-social group activities now occurring in

the major cities.

Previous research seemed to have provided the investigator

with a meaningful rationale for this program. An evaluation pro-

cedure was developed in which four variables were articulated.

The dependent variables would be evaluated prior to the

workshops and then after their conclusion. Two schools in Central

Harlem

(N=30)

of the

supplied us with a group of second and third grade children

onsidered "delinquency-prone", and their parents

second and third grades we

workshop to experiment with the

being presented to the parents.

were asked to devote 15 minutes

The teen-age workshop

e al

Teachers

o to be enlisted into a

same type of material and approach

in the classrooms, the teachers

a day, working with the entire class.

came out of the neighborhood associ-

ation headed by two young men, themselves school dropouts. The in-

vestigator would be working directly with the teen-age experimental

group. One experimental group paraprofessional would be trained in

the program and, like the teacher, devote 15 minutes a day to rein-

forcing skills in the group. The-other paraprofessional, pursuing a

-recreationarprogramo would meet with the control group the same num-

ber of sessions.

Perhaps a detailing of some of the research problems that

emerged is appropriate. It reads like an elaborately constructed

obstacle race:
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l. The investigator fed into a racist distortion by

thinking that even the most astute guidance counselor or school

psychologist or social worker could select, in the second and

third grades, the "delinquency-prone" child. Thirty 2nd and

3rd graders, attending one school in Central Harlem, were

referriAd to the project as ."pre-delinquent." in the course

of pre-testing the children and intervie-Jing the parents, it

was discovered that the maladaptive behavior had very little,

if any, predictive validity for future delinquent behavior.

There were hyperactive children, children with perceptual

difficulties, non-readers, minimally brain-injured children;

there were children with chronic diseases whose history of

repeated hospitalization resulted in frequent school absences.

While these factors might have been antecedent variables for

possible later delinquency, there was no quid -ro quo relia-

bility for such ascumptions.

2. Despite the solicitation of the school personnel,

only one third of the thirty parents chose to attend the work-

shops, even though payment for attendance and testing was

offered. Pre-testing of these parents was conducted by two

black school psychologists,' They encountered such repeated

absences and resistance to the interviews, that the workshops

were almost half over before pre-testing was concluded. Then,

with the black psychologists not available for post- testing, less

experienced white Psychologists had to be co-opted. Parents became
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even Less cooperative!

3. Further, another variable entered the picture! The

parents who did attend the workshop

among the activists in the school or in the community. They were

obviously concernec about helping their children. Yet their

children were school problems!

Aside from the aforementioned pryphysiological dimensions

of the children: problems- there were additional questions. Were

the children modeling their affective behavior after their parents

activities in the community - learning forms of hostility without

mprehending content? Were the children "acting out" because

interestingly enough, were

their mothers gave more attention to the community than to their

own families? Were the guidance_ personnel biased in their selection

Were the mothers involved with community problems because they

wanted to avoid their own home re 3ponsibilities? i r could we

merely conclude that only the activist mothers were willing to

give up a night each -week to learn how to advance the education

of the children?

4. The second and third grade teachers (8 out of 9 of

them white) were resistant to the program. Some looked with

reservation on the parents' workshop

threatened, believing the workshops were being used as an outlet

for gripes about teachers (the N.Y. UFT strike situation of the

preceding year had not furthered good parent-teacher relationships

as well. The teachers felt

38
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in Harlem). There was additionally subtle resistance by the teachers

to any program which did not pertain directly to the curriculum for

which. -they were responsible, or which, by their lights, demanded

additional preparation frog. them. Silberman (1970) perhaps had a

point when he spoke of the atmosphere of gloom and joylessness per-

vading most of our school. ! There was no place in the regular school

curriculum for learning how to enjoy learning.

5. The teen-age groups and the two paraprofessionals

presented a different set of obstacles to the investigator. Here

again pre-testing and interviewing had been done by black psycho-

logists who were then not available for post-testing-. The white

psychologists admitted to having difficulties; the youngsters did

not keep their appointments or refused to respond seriously to

questions. Several post-testing interview schedules could not be

completed or even attempted!

6. But even more seriously, it was ascertained at a period

of time too late in the program to shift, that many of the so-called

"delinquent teen-agers, who had been selected by the paraprofessionals

according to the criteria presented to -them, were far from being

delinquent, in any sense of the term. Many of them were outstanding

in school and had never been in difficulties outside the school

setting. The paraprofessionals, when confronted with this fact,

sheepishly admitted that, since participants.were being paid by

the project, they had sprinkled a large number of "good kids" into
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the group, kids who "deserved the money."

Nor was that all! Unbeknownst to the inveotigator, the

experimental group paraprofessional was sharing all the material,

after workshop hours, with the paraprofessional attached to the

control group. Although he had pledged himself not to share the

contents of the workshops with his colleague, both leaders con-

fe3sed that at the behest of the control group youngsters, all

material became common property. The control group paraprofessional

saw no harm in "smartening" up his group as welli

Neither guilt nor discomfort was displayed by the young men

when they "confessed" to their breaches of confidence. They declared

they wanted all the kids tc get the benefit of the program. And,

they added, if the investigator really cared about the kids, as

she professed, why did she want half the kids to be denied some-

thing that would do them good?

And yet - and here is the central issue: All parents in

program, as well as 90 percent of the teen-agers, were unanimous

the

in

their devotion to, affection for, and belief in, the brain-training

sessions, as Appendix B demonstrates. Parents enjoyed working with

their children; enjoyed using the materials themselves. The two

paraprofessionals and the teen-agers were not only "sold on "brain-

training" but showed their appreciation of the investigator by a

special award for community service presented to her at the end of

the year.

This type of response given by the black community to a

4
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wh middle-aged psychologist was in such direct contradiction

with the testable results obtained in the first year of Project SPA

(so contaminated, they had to be discarded) that it became incumbent

upon the investigator to try to analyze the Situation. Over and

above obvious, flaws in the research design, what accounted for the

great disparity between the objective results of the project and

the subjective impressions by the participants? Was it an artifact

f the project itself? the investigator? the evaluation instruments?

the research design? or a combination of all these?

Service and Research - Are They Contradictory?

The central issue, it seemed to this investigator, who

has been working as a psychologist in Harlem for the past twelve

years, and on this special `brain -trainingn program for the

past seven, was the inappropriateness of a pure and open experimental

research posture in a high-risk adult community that has no respect

for, and therefore no commitment to, the formalities and structure

of an experimental design; where, for example a control group is

involved with pre- and post-testing (itself a threatening experience

for many) but no meaningful service in between testing.

The parents were committed to the content of Project SPA.

But once the procedures included pre- and post-test interviews, or

any type of assessment device which served the inve igato pur-

pose rather than the goals of the population, a resistance set in

which was almost insurmountable.
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Is it investigation which is the white .vehologist -

prime concern? Then he must expect community attitudes towards

him no different from the attitudes with which the police, the

welfare worker or home relief investigator are viewed. There is

an undeniable negative reaction to investigative procedures which

on the surface have no relevance to the ba is needs and /or interests

of the very population a project purports

If agencies want to provide ogr. :a.r s which are meaningful

to the black community, then, for a comarclity cooperation,

efforts must stay within the well - defined, boundaries of service And

education - not investigation alone!

Based on the responses of parents who attended, and the request

from other schools who wanted our "Think ork.shop i 1970-197

there obviously was merit to the program! But the psychologist's

need for clear-cut experimental research ran at cross-purposes with

the community's. eagerness for clear pity services, parti-

cularly in the area of education.

It was - and is -. this. investigator's belief that, when-the

chips are down, agencies in black inner city areas may have to minimize

the emphasis on a disciplined research posture, and maximize the pro-

vision of services to correspond not only with the expressed desires

of the particular community being served, but with the kind of pro-

gram which lends itself to replication by the indigenous population

itself. Experimental research may further one's standing in the white

professional community; it may have no corresponding valence for the

poor black community at large.
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CHAPTER IV

PROJECT SPA 1970- 971:

RESEARCH RATIONALE AND PROCEDURES

The renewal of the HEW axant for 19r-1971 made it

possible to alter the design of the project on a more realistic

basiso Project SPA, in its second. year stence, developed

workshops for parents and paraprofe ;io This and held them in the

schools, during the day, in order to facilitate attendance.

Further, rather than focus car maladaptive behavior

children, the emphasis was on the cognitive strengths which could

be developed in adults who worked with children , and who saw this

training as one deterrent to inappropriate behavior patterns in

their youngsters. Within this structure, Project SPA was able to

win support of the community at large and achieve qualitative result-

which indicated that such workshops could be come a training program

of choice - able to be administered by paraprofessionals to parapro-

fessionals or children, by mothers to their children or to other

mothers, by community, leaders to miscellaneous groups of adults cr

children.

Intrinsic to the program for behavior modification to pre-

vent maladaptive social learning were the interlocking facto! of

building self-esteem in _the parents and paraprofessionals by con-

centration on the development'of their own cognitive skills. In

turn, they were trained to transmit a sense of cognitive competence

30
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to their children. Within this frame of refer nce, it was posited

that SPA could abort those aspects of mental and emotional growth

patterns which had the potential to erupt in delinquent behavior.

The adults were to provide effective role models with whom the

youngsters could identify, and from whom they could experience plea-

sure in an ongoing interaction which was primarily cognitive (a

preventive approach), rather than therapeutic (a treatment approach).

By building the parentrs confidence in his own cognitive

ability, the ensuing interaction with the child would enhance the

socializing process between trainer and trainee and add new elements

into the picture; there could be pleasure inthinking; it need not

be connected with school learning; it was a special kind of mutual

communication, providing an exchange of teaching and learning,

benefiting both adult ancLchild.-

The research design, .therefore, had to assess both cognitive

as well as attitudinal variables as they underwent alteration in

the course of the workshops.

Overview of Design

The design called for "Thine Workshops with two groups of

parents, not mutually exclusive. The sample was to be composed of

mothers who would be training their own children for five minutes a

day at home and mothers who, as paraprofessionals, (hereafter to be

called "paramothers") would be training their own children at home

also for five minutes a day as well as a comparable group of children

selected out of the classes to which the paraprofessionals-were assigned.
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An effort to match the classroom child of the paramcther with her own

child for age, grade and sex would be essayed.

"Five minutes a day for five days a week" was built into the

whole program, because realistically it was simpler to get parents to

accept this stricture as an approach to the child rather than an ex-

tended type of interaction which could lead to a waning of interest

on the part of the child and a tendency for the mother to be unwilling

or unable to devote more individual time to e child. The stress

was on making the five minutes an interaction uninterrupted by

any other activity. (Mothers always received negative answers when

they asked whether they could "do the dishes" while working with the

child, or at least "iron clothes "). They were reminded that the child

would have to sense the full measure of the parent's interest in the

"brain-training" encounter and that if, at any moment the child's

interest seemed waning, the parent was to di ontinue immediately.

The stress was always on maintaining a high level of enjoyment in

the interaction on the part of both parent and child.

The grades chosen were second, third and fourth, since it was

felt that these comprised, in the main, an age group that could cope

with a variety of tasks, and whose responSes could be evaluated with

some reliability. It was also so desired by the principals and

guidance personnel of the schools as being the age group most in

need of this program.

The selected sample of mothers and children was to be given

a battery of four instruments preliminary to the workshops and then
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again following completion of the wc'rkshcp0 Wherever objective

scoring was not possible, three judges assessed the results, inde-

pendent of each other. These three were all trained psychologists:

one a full professor of Education at the City College; another an

assistant professor of Psychiatry at the New Yo Medical College;

and the third on the counseling staff of. Hunter Coll,z-ge. Means and

standard deviations were used to c-:mpare pre and post-test objective

ratings. For estimating statistical signifiare, the Wileoxon

Matched-pairs signed-ranks test and the sign Test were utilized

wherever the data lent itself to a bretikdown in terms of high and

,low objective scores. The means of: the groups provided a cutting off

point for further investigation to ascertain whether greater gains

could be expected from the high-or low rated grou

A black psychologist aqpinistred both pre- and post-test

batteries. Objective scoring was provided by the psychological

staff of Northside Center. All material was eoded, both for pre

and post-test situations, so that anonymity was guaranteed. In the

scoring and/or rating of the pre- and po t-test- material was

sufficiently interchanged in order to prevent knowledge of any

particular sequence in time, or identity of respondents (save to

indicate who was adult, who was child, and sex of child).

All workshops were led by the chief investigator, Each

workshop consisted of eight weekly sessions but, in some cases,

extended over a period of three months due to interruption by

holidays, school events, and similar occurrences. Post-test interviews
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were administered as soon after the conclusion of the workshops as

was possible, depending on the availability of the adult respondents,

the child, the schedule of the testing psychologist, and the availability

of space provided by the school.

Local f Workshops

The program was carried out in five schools in 1970-1971, out

of the eight schools requesting it.* Although the project inve,Aigator

asked for a maximum of ten adults in each workshop, 62 applied for

attendance. The schools were in Districts Three and Four in

Manhattan: P.S. 144, (1 cated at 134 West 122 Street in Central Harlem,

a black community); at P.S. 72 (131 East 104 Street), because

Spanish was the only language most of the participants knew, a

parent-interpreter was provided. P.S. 96 (219 East 120 Street ) ; and

P.S. 155 (319 East 117 Street) are in East Harlem - a community with

both a black and Puerto Rican population. P.S. 75 (735 West End

Avenue) is on the West Side - bordering the Harlem area, and reflects

a heteogenous community in terms of ethnic identity, income status, etc.

Instruments Used to Assess Variables

The battery of assessment devices included both standard pro-

cedures as well as those modified for this.study.

Information Sheet. The Information sheet (Appendix C)

administered to both adults and children gave background, age,

current residence, place of birth. Adults were asked their highest

*All eight could not be accepted due to budget limitations.
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educational level size of family, and amount of stimulation available

in the home, Children were asked their vocational goals.-

Cognitive Ability. Depending on age of the respondent,

three subtests of the WISC or WAIS were administered in order to

assess problem-solving techniques developed by the respondents:

These subtests were the Similarities, Vocabulary, and Block Design

subtests.

Self-Esteem. In order to provide an assessment of self

esteem, two instruments were used: 1) Self Appraisal Scale (Appendix

D): A list of 29 items to be rated on a three -point scale was

utilized to measure appraisal of self. It was slightly modified

for adults and children and was modeled after one that had been

used by another researchlAiwuworking with a comparable population

(Davidson and Greenberg, 1967)_and 2) Draw-a-Person.

The Draw-a-Person projective instrument was utilized to gain

some insight into the respondent's view of himself and provided an

additional item of evidence for self-esteem. Additionally, the

Self-Appraisal Scale was administered both to adults and children,

(the appendices will indicate the slight variations in wording, de-

pendent upon age of subject), and permitted the respondent to assess

himself on four dimensions of self-esteem: academic competence, social

competence, personal competence and other non-intellectual aspects of

competence, thus providing the investigation with further evidence of

the individual's self-evaluation.

Story Telling Task. In order to assess the respondents' per-

ception and acceptance of socially:desirable behavior, a storytelling
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task was administered (Appendix _ ) composed of seven cards

similar to the TAT cards in approach. For the purpose of ti

investigation, the cards were selected either from a group t

by Davidson and Greenberg (1967) or from the FIAT (Family 1i

action Apperception Test), developed by Dr. Salvador Minuchi

al (1963) and later utilized by Meyers (1965). Both instrun

had been pe-tested and developed specifically for use with

comparable population. Facilitating ease of response was t17

ambiguity of ethnic identity limned in the drawings. Becaus

of the specific situations depicted, responses were elicited

which could reveal the respondents' sense of values with reg

to authority, environment, ego and superego development.

Procedures

The entire battery (data sheet; subtests, WAIS or WI

the DAP; the Self-Appraisal Scale; and the Story-Telling Tas:

was administered Individually in one setting before the init:

of the "Think" Workshops and then as soon afterwards as appo:

meats could be made. The Interval between pre- and post @tes=

ranged between three and four months.

The Sam

The "Thi- Workshops were att nded regularly by 16 n

and 36 paraprofesSionals; another ten parents attending trait

sessions came irregularly. Mothers were assigned to work wit
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child at home; _paramothers-were assigned to work both with their

own child at home and a group of children matched wherever possible

-to_their own child in age, sex and grade level in school; para-

-professionals worked only.with children in school, since age, or

-school attendance elsewhere did not provide them with a comparable

child.

Qf the 24 adults (14 paraprofessionals and ten mothers) who

-.were 'used in the final assessment, 63% were black, 33% were

Puerto.-Rican and four percent white.- :See Table I). It is to

be noted that the one white paraprofessional (although by no

means the only white participant-in the program) was originally

from Colombia, S.A.,- and therefore-Spanish-speaking.

The ages of the adUlts, dt pre-evaluation, ranged from 27

to 57 years.. Their educational background varied. Some 16 indi-

cated educational achievement below the 8th grade; three percent

had-achieved 8th grade levels; 27% had had some high school edu-

cation,- 34% were high school graduates; 20% indicated some college

training (usually college courses demanded of them as.part of

their Paraprbfessional training program).

The ten mothers worked with ten of their own children;

the 14 paraprofessionals worked with nine of their-own children*

and la school children, of whom nine-were matched with their own

child. Matching-was done in order to test out whether parapro-

*One of the paraprofessionals was a Paraprofessional Trainer
who, it turned out, worked with no children at all.
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fessionals were better when training children not related to them,

than when they worked with their on child. Of the 32 children

involved, 38% were identified as Puerto Rican, 53% as black and

nine percent white. There were 19 boys and 16 girls in the

sample, whose age span was 8.1 to 11.11 years at the time of

pre-evaluation. (See Table 2).

Attendance at Workshops was considered by administrative

personnel of the schools excellent. Seventeen of the sample of

24 came between 90-100 percent of the sessions. The remainder,

save two, came 75 percent of the time, and the two recalcitrants,

one a mother and one a paraprofessional, came to only half of-

the sessions.

Workshops did not begin until all adults and children in

one-school were pre-tested. Post-testing did not begin until all

8 workshops had been complete in the school. Since different

schools completed test procedures at different times, workshops

were begun in October and the last workshop was held in April.
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CHAPTER V

COGNITIVE COMPETENCE, SELF-ESTEEM, SOCIAL INSIGHT: RESULTS;

DISCUSSION

1. COGNITIVE COMPETENCE

The first hypothesis predicted that adults trained in
. ,

the SPA Workshops would. show a significant increase in cognitive

competence. This, in fact, was decisively supported.

Three WAIS subtests were used with the adult respondents

to provide the data. These were Block Design, Similarities and

Vocabulary. Post-testing began as soon after the conclusion of

the workshops-as was possible. It was assumed that perhaps only

the Block Design subtext would show increased skills due to

practice effect.

Table 3 provides the means and- standard deviation- of the

three pre- and post-test scores for the adults.

TABLE 3.

MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS OF THREE PRE- AND POST-TEST

SCORES ON THE WECHSLER ADULTS INTELLIGENCE SCALE

Adul. R 24 Block Design
Pre Post

Similarities
Pre Post

Vocabulary.
Pre Post

Mothers 6.30 7.20. 7.50 11.50 8.00 8.30
(N = 10) (2.83) (1.99) (3.71) (2.14) 2.44) (1.67)

Faramothers 6.78 8.00 8.44 11.33 8.56 9.22
(N = 9) (1.9.) (2.44) (2.34) (2.39) (1.65) (1.69)

Paraprofessionals** 8.40 10.20 8.40 10.80 9.40 9.00
(N = 5) (1.67) (2.28) (4.58) (3.41) (3.97) (3.74)

with children of their own, matched with classroom children
**ithout their own children, but only classroom children. One of the

paraprofessionals, a trainer herself, did not work with any child.
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It can be seen from the preceding table that, save in one

instance with one small group (the paraprofessilnals in the Vocabu-

lary subtext) gains were made all along the line, and particularly

in Similarities. Interestingly enough, practice effect seemed to

have had no decided impact on scores in Block Design.

The significance of the differences between pre- and post-

test scores for the two groups of trainers (the mothers and

paramothers combined and the p= ap'Po ssionals and paramothers

combined- was determined by Wilcoxon matched- pairs signed-ranks

tests. Results are shown in Table 4.

TABLE 4

SIGNIFICANCE OF DIFFERENCES BETWEEN PRE- AND POST-TEST SCORES ON

THE THREE WAYS SUBTEST SCORES

N = 24 B ck Desi n Simila 'ties Vocabulary

All mothe T = 15.0 1):0 T = 6.0
(N = 19)# *.005 * .001 .005

All paraprofessionals T = 13.5 T = 0.0 T = 12.0
(N = 13)## *.023 * .001 * .005

The N of 19. includes mothers and paramothers, both groups working with
childrenat. home;.-i.e. 10 mothers and 9 paramothers.

## The N of 13 includes-all paraprofessionals, both: groups working with
.children at school; i.e. 9 paramothers and 4 paraprofessionals.

All these T values are significant at the .02 level or better for a
one-tailed test.
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AS is apparent, pre- and post-test scores showed. sig-

nificant Increase in the ability to cope with conceptualizing

skills, with Similarities seeming most amenable to training.

The question of considerable importance, however, was

whether these skills ccild be transmitted to children who did

not'atteml any but were trained instead by the

trainees; oe grt.%!ap Gf trainees working with their respective

chladren in the horn for five minutes a day; another group

working with 6r.ildrn, from those cla

as paraprofe.ssionals0

where they served

rhe-Send hypothesis asserted that children trained

either by their mothers or by paraprofessionals in the schools

would. reflect similar gains in cognitive competence. This too,

was by the results.

The three sub-tests administered to the chilciren were

also Block Design, Similarities and Vocabulary, but the Wechsler

Intelligence Scale for Children was the instrument utilized.

Table 5 provddes the mews and standard deviations of

. the three pre- and post test scores for the children.
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TABLE 5

MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS OF THREE PRE- AND POST-TEST

SCORES ON THE WECHSLER INTELLIGENCE SCALE FOR CHILDREN

Children N=32

Children of non-
paramothers
N = 10

Children of
paramothers
N = 9

School child
matched with
paramothers,
children N = 9

Unmatched school
child of Para-
professional
N = 4

lock Design
Pre Post

Similarities
Pre Post

Vocabulary
Pre Post

9.10 10.30 10.60 12.60 10.50 -11.60
(2.49) (2.95) (3.50) (3.13) (3.62) (3.30)

10.44 12.00 11.00 13.00 9.11 11.33
(2.18) (2.59) (2.69) (2.14) (3.20) (2.39)

10.56 12.33 9.67 12.33 7.78 9.33
(2.00) (1.32) (3.16) (2.95) (2.67) '2.91)

10.75 10.25 10.00 10.50 9.00 10.25
(1.44) (2.63) , (4.32) (3.10) (5.50) (5.18_

Comparing means of the adults with the children, it is

apparent that the children's means are higher in every sub -test

than those of the adults. It must- be- remarked that parents

were more apprehensive "taking tests" than the children, and

much more concerned with how they did.

Also, as can be observed, the four school children who

were trained by paraprofessionals without parallel training being

given to children at home, fared least well. While their means

and S.D.s may represent an artifact resulting from the size of

that group, it may also reflect the more limited experience of the
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trainer who worked with one child alone.

The trend, however, was towards improvement in all

th ee subtests, and here, again, greater improvement in the

Similarities subtest. The Wilcoxon matched-pairs signed-

ranks tests was again utilized to test for the significance

of the dif'erences between pre- and post-test scores. Table 6

shows these results,:

TABLE 6

SIGNIFICANCE OF DIFFERENCES BETWEEN PRE- AND POST-TEST SCORES

ON THE THREE WISC SUBTEST SCORES

N= 32 Block Design Similarities Vocabulary

Children of
mothers and T = 7 = 9 = 10
paramothers 46.005 *.005 *.005
N = 19 -

School children
of paramothers T = 14.5 = 8.5 = 7
& paraprofessio *.025 *.025 *.005
N = 13

# Children trained in school, loth who were trained by mothers
with matching children at home and- those trained by paraprofessionals
for whom nu .child at home could be matched, were joined into one
group since no .statistic could be meaningful for the four unmatched
members of the sample alone.

-* All these T values are significant at better than the .02 level for a
one-tailed test.
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It can be seen, from these results, that the training

of the children by the SPA trainees did indeed produce a sig-

nificant increase in their -cognitive competence, although not

with as dramatic a result as was demonstrated by the workshop

members themselves. Improvement in vocabulary seemed outstanding

for both children's groups, and this. might be the consequence

of greater verbal interaction between adult and-child. It also

appears that there was more consistent improvement on all three

subtests by the children who were trained at home, either-by

mothers or paraprofessionals, than by those children who re-

ceived training in cognitive techniques in the school atmos-

phere. As-we will see later, the significant increase in

cognitive ,competence in the home did not obtain in the affective

-sphere. Whether this difference stems more from the investment

of the parent-trainee in her own child, or more from the dis-

tractions which might effect the cognitive interaction taking

place in the school atmosphere cannot- be assessed at this time

A third hypothesis, that greater cognitive gains would

be made by those who scored lower on the tested cognitive skills,

was also predicted. This prediction proved valid! In four of

the six areas where significant improvement occurred, they

occurred with the Low groups, i.e, those-who scored at the

mean-or below. In the "high category" group-, mothers were

able to improve significantly in Similarities. Tie "low category"

paraprofessionals in Block Design and Similarities did move

significantly towards improvement in .cognitive skills. Hypo-

thesis three, in the main, was supported. Here again the trend
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towards more significant Improvement ccurred in the Similarities

subtest.

The following Table 7 provides the results for testing the

significance of differences.between those adults whose pretest

WAIS scores were above the mean and those who scored at the mean

or below.

TABLE 7

SIGNIFICANCE OF DIFFERENCES BETWEEN PRE- AND POST-TEST SCORES OR

ADULTS SCORING EIT9ER HIGH OR LOW ON WAIS SUBTEST

Block Design Similarities. Vocabulary

Total adults T= 8 T -= 2 T =.0 T= T = 27
n.s. *.005 005 *.005 n.s.

Paraprofessiona = 7 T= 0 T = 0 T = 7.5
N = 13 n.s. *.005 *.005 n.s.

Mothers n.s. n.s. T.= 0 n.s.#
N = 10 *.005

# In the Wilcoxon test, N constantly changes because all tied scores
(i.e. no change between pre- and post-test scores) are droppce out
of the analysis. Therefore there are occasions when .too few scores
exist which lend themselves to the statistical calculations.

* All these T values are significant at the .005 level for a one-tailed
test.

A comparable hypothesis, the fourth, also predicted

that children who scored lower in cognitive competence would

make the greater gains. The fourth hypothesis proved valid

as substantiated by Table 8.
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TABLE 8

SIGNIFICANCE OF DIFFERENCES BETWEEN PRE- AND POST-TEST SCORES OF

CHILDREN SCORING EITHER HIGH LOW ON WISC SUBThSTS

N= 23 Block Design
Hi. Lo

Similarities
Hi -Lo

Vocabulary
Hi Uo

N=17 N= 15. N=17 , N=15 N=15 N=-17

T=26 T=4 T=7 T=14 T=14 T=2.5
*.005 .005 *.005 *.025 *.005

* All these T values are significant at the .02 level or better for a
one-tailed test.

ile in Similarities, both the high And low groups

gained significantly in their skill in concept formation,

only for the low groups did gains, at the 1005 level take place

in-ail three subtests, thus supporting hypothesis 4.-

Since the Similarities subtest revealed itself as

most amenable. to improvement in both adults and children as

a result-of the SPA workshops, it might be germane at this

time to quote,Wechsier -himself on the description of this

test:

This test turns out to be among the best
of our entire battery.... It is the kind
of test which has been recognized by all
investigators as containing a great amount
of tg.t Over and above this, the test has
certain qualitative features, the most im-
portant of which is the light which the type
of responses received throws upon the logical
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character of the subject's thinking processes....
Our correlations for the Similarities Test....
are uniformly among the highest obtained either
with the individual tests or with total score.
(Total IQ score - ed. note)

SELF-ESTEEM

Once the-data accumulated-on both the trainers and

trainees. departed from cognitive assessment and moved towards

the affective or personal areas, and the effort was essayed

to register what change, if any, came as a result of the

"Think" Workshops the investigation encountered more

difficulty.

In the area of self-esteem, two instruments were

utilized, the Draw-a-Per on Task, which purports to elicit

from the re pendent a projection of his self-image; and a

Self-Appraisal Scale which asked the respondent to assess

himself on. four dimensions of self-esteem: academic compe-

tence; social competence; personal competence and certain

other non-intellectual aspects of competence. This latter

instrument contained a list of 24 items which could be

rated on a three-point scale. It therefore lent itself

to objective scoring, procedures.

In order to determine whether there was a change in

the self-appraisal scores Ifter the conclusion of the SPA

workshops, the Sign test was used to deal with differences

between pre- and post-test scores. Table 9 illustrates re-

sults.
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TABLE q

RESULTS bF SIGN TEST ON FOUR DIMENSIONS OF SELF APPRAISAL

SELF-ADMINI STERED BY PARTICIPANTS IN SPA WORKSHOPS

Social Persc nal Nonintellectiv Academic

All Adults
N = 23

Paramothe
N = 19

Mothers
N = 10

N = 21#
p = .O39

N = 19#
p =-.324

n-so

N = 17# N = 16#
p = .006* p = 598

n.s.

N = 8 N = 7
p = .004* p-=-.4-7

n.

N = 1
p = .212

nos.

N =- 12#
p 7=- .194

n. s.

N = .6
p .109

nose

N = 12#
p =.073

n.s.

N = 12#
p =..073

n.

'#

# Changes in N occurs because- 11 ti d scores arcs dropped but c
analysis.

## N too small for determining probabili

Pvalue- significant at-the .-03 level or better.

The only dimension where significant improvementne

in all SPA participants was in their feelings that they h

gained in Social Competence. While it is true that for a

adults, and for the mothers who worked with both their ow

and school children, their appr :Lsal of improvement in aa

competence approached the .05 level of HI nificance, it i

true that there seemed to be not enough evidence to suppo

9th h °thesis, at least so far as the total elf-Ap
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responded to by the adults was concerned. Only one dimensior

Social Competence, showed --,ificant gains. The question

arises therefore, did a positive experience with cognitive

skills as developed in the workshops cause the adults to

feel more positive about their abilities in the social area

or was the emotional suppc,--- and time spent wlth these adults

in the workshop the determ. :factor? This we did not

.establish!

Table 10 also reveals few significant changes occurri

the self-appraisal of the children who were trained by the ad

TABLE 10

RESULTS OF SIGN TEST ON FOUR DIMENSIONS OF SELF APPRAISAL TAS

ADMINISTERED TO CHILDREN PARTICIPATING IN SPA PROJECT

Social Personal Non-intellective Acaderni

All children
N = 29#

Children trained
by mothers
N = 16

Matched children
N = 13

N = 24 N = 22
p = .581 p 7.067

n.s. n.s.

N = 14
p =-.212
n.S.

N = 14
p = .212
n_. 5.

N = 10 N = 8
p =.055* p =.035*

N =
p = .105
n.s.

N = 14
p = .395
n.s.

N= 9
p = .090

n.s. .

N = 23
p = .33'
n.s.

N = 13
p = .291

n.s.

N = 10
p = .621;

n.s.

# 2 of the children did not take the self-appraisal test.
* p values significant at the .05 level or better.
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It would seem, based on the res its that the children's

sense of self-esteem, particularly in the areas of social and

personal competence, can besignificantly improved, but the

catalyst for this improvement seemed not to be the mother but

the paraprofessional working in the classroom with the child.

One can observe, as a matter of fact that children trained by

their own mothers moved towards a negative eval ion of. their

social competence. This is in sharp contrast with the signi-

ficant gains in cognitive skills registered by the children.

Did they feel that their mother s' concern with them reflected

e failing on their part? Or rather was the concern of the

mother in training her own child of such an intensity as to

work contrary to her purpose, save in the area of cognitive

competence? Conversely, did the paraprofessional's interest

in the child serve to raise the child's evaluation of him-

self - that someone other than his mother showed interest

in him? This may be a possibility, since the cc -parable

gain in the adults could also have reflected the positive

interaction between the investigator and the workshop parti-

cipants,leading to the corresponding increase inire. self-esteem

in that area of social interaction.

On the basis of results, the findings are too tenta-

tive to arrive at a firm conclusion vihich could serve to

support the fifth hypothesis.

The Draw-a-Person Task also failed to supply the investi-

gator with indisputable support for her hypothesis. Table 11
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presents the results of the DAP task for bothbot mothers and

children using the Sign Test.

TABLE 11

RESULTS OF SIGN TEST ASSESSING THE DAP

FOR BOTH ADULTS AND CHILDREN

Total evel Si ni icance

All adults 23 .105 n.s.

Fararno thers 13 .867 n.s.

Mothers 10 .377 n.sa

All children 32 .345 n.s.

Children trained
by mothers

19 .324 n.s.

Matched. childten 13 .011

Here it can be noticed that the matched children, who

worked with the paraprofessionals in the classroom, perhaps

because of the additional attention they received, perhaps

because they felt singled out for that attention, were the

only group whose drawings indicated a slightly significant

improvement in self-image,

A study of the individual DAF's- commented on by-the

judges, revealed the general superiority of the children's

drawings when compared'to those of the adults. This was

particularly noticeable in the lower-rated. drawingsofboth

groups, ApPendixF shows the reader the three poorest drawings
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of the adults and the three poorest drawl

of the children, as assessed by the judges. Perhaps these

results would be of significanae for a clinical evaluation

if one did not remind one's self that these adults - mothers

probably had never been asked to draw a person, considering

their educational background and their mean age, whereas

drawing people is very much a part of the activity of a

school-age child and the youngster is thersfcre nct

more skilled, but less self-consci

such a task.

A trend that eerie

when asked to perform

adiscub of the

6th hypotheses, which were not adequately supported, also

seems to indicate some support for the final h.ypcthesis that

parents would be less effective in workin g with their own

children in building self`- esteem than paraprofessionals

training children in the school situatir- l it that the

interest of "significant other" develops greater self-

esteem in a youngster ?. Or are the paraprofes.onals indi-

cating greater psychological skills in working with children,

less anxiety in trying to effect change, more creativity in

developing affective relationships with the children? Only

further investigation can resolve that question. What can

be observed is that while the data support significant im-

provement in cognitive competence in both adults and child-

ren, there is less support for the prediction that this
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competence would necessarily lend to greater self-esteem

save in those children trained by the paraprofessionals.

SOCIAL INSIGHT

The seventh and eighth hypotheses predicted that the

SPA Workshops, by increasing cognitive skills, and developing

meaningful interaction between adults and children, would

tend to improve both the adult's and child's perception and

acceptance of socially desirable behavior.

The instrument used to test these hypotheses was a

story-telling task similar in presentation to the TAT, en-

couraging the Subject to respond with a story to each.of

seven presented pictures. The pictures were selected to

elicit -t1,1 respondents, attitudes towards authority figures,

the environment, ego, and superego values. In order to

determine whether there was a change in the four dimensions_

rated in the stories, a plus sign was given wherever move-

ment was revealed in the positive direction; a minus sign

indicated a negative attitude toward the dimension delineated.

The Sign Test was utilized to determine significance of

the movement in either direction.

Table 12 deals with these results.
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TABLE 12

RESULTS OF SIGN TEST ASSESSING RESPONSES OF ADULTS TO FOUR

DIMENSIONS OF STORY TELLING TASK

.,Authority . Environment Ego

N= 24 N = 21 N = 19
p =-.013 p =.50

N = 22
p = .262

n.s.

Superego

N = 21
p =.332

n.s.

* Significant negative change; i.e. significant shift towards lessening
of positive attitude towards authority.

The significant negative movement towards a lessening

of a positive attitude towards authority indicates not Only an

unexpected consequence but a more subtle aspect of ego develop-

ment than at first meets the eye.

When this significant assertion of independence from

authority figures is combined with the significant increase in

social competence manifested in the self-appraisal task, the

investigation might be tapping an underlying aspect of ego-

strength not heretofore anticipated. It can be interpreted

paradigmatically that the stronger one feels about one's own

social competence the greater ego independence one demonstrates

in refusing to be subservient to irrational dimensions of out

side authority.

The courage to be one's own man (read Woman") to make

one's own decisions, because one has the cognitive and social

competence to do so, may be tapping an aspect of self-assertion
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and self - confidence which in small part could account for the

increased lessening of fear for most authority figures who

function in the Harlem community. This certainly deserves

further investigation.

Table 13 deals with the responses of children to the

story telling task.

TABLE 13

RESULTS OF SIGN TEST ASSESSING RESPONSES OF CHILDREN

TO FOUR DIMENSIONS OF STORY TELLING TEST

Authority Environment Ego Superego

All children
N = 32 N = 29 N = 28 N = 31 N =31

p =.300 p =.088 p =.142 p =.142
n.s. n.s. n.s. n.s.

Children trained
by mothers 18 N =J7 N = 19 N = 19

p =.593 p =.315 p =.50 p =.50
n.s. n.s. n.s. n.s.

Children trained
by paraprofessionals N= 12 'N= 11 N = 12 N = 12

p =.073 p>=.113
n.s. n.s.

p =.073 p =.073
n.s. n.s.

While it is apparent that no change of any significance

has occurred in the children, -whether trained by the parapro-

fessionals or by their own mothers, there is a trend towards

more positive change in non-cognitive areas in children who

were seen by paraprofessionals. Hypothesis 8 is non-supported

but here again some support is given to the final hypothesis
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that paraprofessionals are more capable of inducing non-cognitive

change in children once they are in school rather than as a

result of training by their own parents.
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CONCLUSIONS AND IMPLICATIONS

Project SPA hypothesized that the development of cognitive

competence in adults and in youngsters, using non-curriculum-

oriented materials, and deriving pleasure from an intellectual

experience, could be posited as a necessary prerequisite for

preventing or curbing maladaptive behavior in the ghetto child

and helplessness and feelings of inadequacy on the part of those

reponsible for this child's continuing growth. Towards this end

,program was initiated in the form of "Think" Workshops and was

held in five schools in Harlem and East Harlem Attending in the

second year of the Project SPA were over 6o adults; some were

mothers who worked with their own children at home, others were

paraprofessionals who trained their own children as well as a

comparable grbup in the school setting (these were nominated

paramother and another group of paraprofessionals worked

only with children in school. In all, over 150 subjects were

involved in this study, 100 of them in the past year.

The hypotheses formulated for.this project posited not

only that significant gains in-cognitive skills would occur in

the adults participating in the workshops, but that these skills

could be transmitted to youngsters trained by these adults, re-

sulting in significant gains registered by the children as well.

It.was further posited that possession of these Skills and aware-

nessof one's-own cognitive potential Would lead to a- corresponding

57
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increase in self-esteem in both the adults as well as the

children and that the ensuing increase in self-esteem could

serve as a barrier against the formation of, or the increased

reliance on, maladaptive behavior patterns leading to future

delinquency.

Results indicated that statistically significant gains

did, indeed, occur not only in the cognitive competence of the

adults attending the workshops, but also in the youngsters

trained by these adults. In the area vf self-esteem, the most

significant positive findings uncovered an interesting phenomenon:

statistically significant gains in social competence by the adults

led to a statistically significant lessening of respect for

authority by this same population, suggesting that there is no

via pro quo correlation between that middle class value - respect

for authority (and, by extension, for the law) and respect for

one's own self, one's ability to think for one's self. Rather

it would- seem that the more one had the courage to think for

one's self, the more one developed disrespect for authority - at

least the authority one encounters in ghetto communities.

There is no question but that further investigation in

all these areas, shOuld.be continued. Not the least of the-.

investigation's shortcomings derived from the inadequacy of the

instruments used to test out the hypotheses, the difficulties in

setting up clear -cut criteria for the judges' assessments, and

the limitation of the measures utilized to assess qualitative

results-.
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It has long been noted by researchers that reliable

attitudinal scales are most difficult to construct, and that

basic attitudinal change is resistive over the short haul. How

can one truly establish criteria and analyze data which so often

depend on inner mood? the environment that surrounds the testing

situation? the rapport with the examiner? the natural tendency

to consider correct, and therefore repeat answers or "stories"

which have not been "marked. wrong"? as well as the difficulty

to effect attitude change via an eight-session three month work-

shop where the focus is on conceptualizing and categorizing in

the intellectual sphere rather than the affective areas?

The present investigator would be less. than candid if

she expected that within this period of time not only would

cognitive skills improve significantly but basic values and

deeply intrenched attitudes could show an equally significant

shift. One could more rationally hypothesize that only after a

period of time had elapsed, giving the subject a chance to in-

corporate the positive aspects of cognitive improvement into his

self-concept and his behavioral structure, would it be possible

to assess basic personality change.

But the investigator,s experience with working in a high

risk community has been the difficulty of keeping a group of

adults together for t long period of time, particularly mothers

for whom economic and .environmental hazards, the health of

children, the problems of welfare, the instability of jobs, make
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regularity of attendance over an extended time span a challenge.

This proves to be so even when nominal payment is offered.

For these reasons, the investigator, besides the formal

pre- and post-test administration of the four instruments to

arrive at some objective evaluation of Project SPA, also asked

each of the attending members, whether they formed part of the

tested group or otherwise, to write her on personal assessment

of the project. Perhaps it is in these freely supplied responses

that one should look for movement towards attitudinal change in

the participants. Appendix G presents the evaluations written

by the respondents. The principals and guidance counselors of

the school where the workshops were held were also asked to pr

vide feedback. Their letters comprise Appendix H.

Even the most cursory perusal of these statements high-

lights the value. of the workshops' That every school where

workshops were held wanted a repeat the following term; that

some of the respondents felt it would be a suitable training

for teachers as well as untrained personnel, all this may serve

to. pinpoint what may not have been the project's original pur-

pose. Have we, in seeking new approaches towards the prevention

of delinquency, hit upon a valuable model for training para-

professionals and mothers of the inner city in how to develop

not only their own cognitive potential, but also those of the

children -intheir care? And cannot this training, in the long

run, serve as a significant factor in curbing maladaptive social

behavior?
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IN-THAININO PR =ItAM

"THINK"

SESSION III

SPA WORKSHOPS

To: Partie

Fro Dr. Edna O. Meyers
-Chief Psychologist, NCCD

LET'S REPEAT OURSELVES:

We w, .rm/ people how much they already know so that
they can be helped to become aware of their own intelligence and begin
to rely more on 1.1-Klir own capacity to think things out

This sel areness and a positive feeling about one's own
intelligence leads to a increase in one's- own self-image and ego
strength.

Thinking using one's brain - can be a fun experience, It
need not be a part of homework, or only connected with studying in
school, it is a source of great pleasure to the child (and to the adult)
and also a source of.scif-esteem.

The ultimate ;_inn of all the training sessions is to increase
the selfesteem of t1-1-.! "trainee" by providing him with the skills
required and The exporienee necessary to move towards develop-
-ing competence in thinking as a skill.

In rud ctivety -to move in this direction, the "trainee"
must have the opportunity to think out loud express ideas as freely
as-possible; the _focus should hr on thinking, rather than on-grammar,
He must not hesitate to express his thoughts.

If yot in lothers r teachers), remember, tell them:

The sessions should I - every day, at a special-time, for a
special purpose; to learn to use one'sbrain.for thinking;
It should take up no more-than 10 minutes of the day.
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Brain-Training Program
Session TH

In the beginning, time should be devoted to showing
the children that, if they learn how to think, they
will also 1--a1ize how much they already know. The
trainer's lob will be to prove it to them!

Divide the int.terial any way you choose, depending
on you r interests and what you know of your .own trainees.

The following are the ideas you should try to introduce:

1. Thn,remrkahl,c possession each child has his brain. It is
so important that it is protected by the hardest bone in the body.

2. The other remarkable possession each child has - his senses.
Why are the five -senses so- close to the brain?
The_ importance of using them to help in learning
how to usr-,: your brain.
Thedifferent.kinds of sounds we hear; the
different kinds-of taste we eNperience: the
way different things feel to the touch; the
ability of the. eyes to see color, shape,
distance, etc. , etc,

Hore_the object is for the children to become aware of the
brain and the five senses and to find words to describe different
sounds, tastes, sMens, colors, touch sensations e. g , loud,
soft, crackling, rough,. smooth, sour, sweet, whispering,
velvety-, silky, scratchy; etc. , .-etc. There is a word for every
type of sensation:.

3. The Following sessions should deal with how much more the children
know if they -start using their brains for thinking,

An example: How many birds can thername?
After the children have supplied their list, show them that
by thinking along certain tines they can realize they know
more.

The categories.: singing birds (canary, nightingale, wren);
talking birds (parrot, parakeet, Mynah); water birds (gulls, ducks, etc.
birds we eat (turkey, duck, goose, hen); birds know 1c,1 beauty
(pea cook, I=.)irci of paradise); common birds (pigeons, si.,a.rrows, robin,
woodpecker, c__=tc., etc. ).

You can continue by asking Of what use are birds to people.
Categories here would be: food (the bird itself, its- eggs);

beauty; the use of leathers for hats or pillows or warmth; music
the sound of their singing, Sclence.- airplanes base their construction
on studying the .flight of birds. Important to get the children to
think in categ-orios, in groups.'.
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S pc3s ion Its

4. 1,
f(--,!ols more le witl flowers, or trees, orfruit, or insc-ct or animals, and ean think of suitable

vhien can help the children provide more answers, by all
nioorI not sk.rf with birds.

-13y th.,7.. end eC they first week, a review should prove to yon and
especlally to (Jo:Wren thali they k the names of over 100 living
organisms in

You can n!, .o them that flowers, birds, trees, etc,
al .. rdike in that th.:,Y bOor..g to the category of-living things because,like pconli:, tly,y Cc 'w and die. They havo lc-,arned a basic category:the difference 0:wr.,,en animate and inanimate objects AND they can
begin to they knew it all the time in their brains.
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Name:

Address:

How far

APPENDIX C

you go in school?

2. Where were you born?

Phone:

How many children do you have?

79
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Name:

Address: Rhone:

1. How old are yOu? What is your ade in school?

2.- Where were you bbrn-.

3, Ho many brc do you hay

4. Now many sisters do you have?

5. Does your home have a TV? adio? Te

What Would you like be when you are a grown -up?__

7, Your teacher's name:

B. Your mother's name:
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SELF- APPRAISAL SCALE

Directions: The words on this page tell different ways children
Read the words next to each number. Put a cross (X) in one box
each line to show whether- you think you.are that way MOST OF' TH
or ABOUT HALF THE TIME or HARDLY EVER.

I THINK I AM:

1. Neat

a. .A good homemaker

S a

MOST OF
THE TI

ABOUT HALE
THE T -I_ME EV

art

take chances

A hard worker

11. Trying be

Nice-looking
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I THINK r A

Nea

MOST OF
THE TIME

ABOUT HALF HARDLY

THE TIME EVER

-ood homemaker'

Smart

Very good in art

7. Scared to take chances

Full fun

9, A hard worker

10 Polite

11. Trying my best

Nice-lookin

14 Full curiosity

21. Good at makin, h n s

23. Liked by other adLits

4 ifs lucky s others-

25 In trouble in _-
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SELF-APPRAISAL SCALE.

Directions-The words on this page tell different ways children are,Read the words next to each number, Fut a cross (X)..,in one box on eachline to show whether you think,you are that way MOST OF THE TIME orABOUT HALF THE TIME or HARDLY EVER,

I THINK I AM

Neat

L/112i22S122 home

3. in school

4. ShyAt
Very good

132

Ma:l...OF ABOUT. HALF HARDLV.
THE TIME THE TIME EVER

7. Scared to take chances

Full of fun

A hard worker

1

11. -Trying

1_ Nice-looking

-- 13

ons about new

15. Coin

16. Sad
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Neat

2-Li2222122-1h°me

Smart in school
-

4. Shy

A pest

6. Very good in

7. Scared to take chance

8. Full of fun

A hard worker

10. Polite

11. Trying my bes

`)._Di AiSu '

ITHE TI E THE Ti

13, Lazy

14 a Full of uestions about new thin

15. Going to do well

17

1

1

20

Sad

Good in sports

Careless

HoneS

Nervous

21, Good

2

making things__

23. Liked by o

24. As lucky

ier ldr'er

s others

uble in schoo

2 ouble at home
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Draw a Pe.son on this piece paper

a. trelfL(e, -1/Ye. 3 7 t/t FJ
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-0U continue t rk on these ideas even if we

an.v suggestions like to of

Wha' di( yo enjoy most _inthe sessions
Why/

-Thank ou.
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PROJECT SPA

Dr. Edna O. Meyers, Chief Psycholocll.
Northide Center, New York

wouRI, . very grateful if you waqd take the time to
following questions. Please answer as fully as possiblesign your name if you do not choose to Thank you.

QUESTIONNAIRE

Do you think .)you would j able to use a progam ofwith all your children? (411) Would you be able to
in cwith children n a lass_oom

04t4.1.41.42% aLe-A' . '14V to./
-

Did you f nd the program of "brain-tra_niaP useful

/;44.--e

r the
u heed not

"hrain-traini
use this program

icAt1
to you? Why?

ill
of a ain?

Are tere any ugQestons you would like to offer

did you eni least in the session Why?

Use side of paper
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PROJECT SPA

From Dr. Edna O. Meyers, Chief Psychologist
Northside Center, New York

i I would be very oratoful if you would take the time to answer thefollowing questions. Please anwor as fully as ,possible (you need notsign Your name if you do not choose to) . Thank you.

A

QUESTIONNAIRE
14 Do you think .,!you: Would be able to use a proqram of "brain-trainingwith all your children?!)(!, Would you be zAblo to use this programwith children in a class-room? icie

a. ,Did- you find the program of "brain-traino" useful to you?. Why?
1j 'c A,, ( -

2..

I

-Y

)

4'1

3. ii1.1.-you.continue to work on these ideas even if we donut meet again?

A there any s c stions you would like to offer?

,
A/14,-6

Or; 1

jIA t,Aka,

What did you enjoy most in the sessions?
4

yhat did you enjoy least in the

Why?

sessions? Why?

Use other side of paper if necessary)

s

Than you.
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PROJEpT SPA

From:.. Dr. Edna O. Meyers, Chief Psychologist
Northside Center, New York

'-. I would-be very grateful if you would take the time to answerthe
following questions. Please answer as fully as possible (you need not
sign your name if you do not choose to). Thank you.

QUESTIONNAIRE

, 1. . Do you think ,-:you would be able to use a program of "brain-training"
with all your ehildron? t1.24 Would_ you be able to use this program
with children in a classroom?

2, Did you find the program of "brain-training "'useful to you? Why?

=MAYC=f-, .-111 zt,

.,(3-0 4,11 --let

Will you continue to-work on these ideas even if we donrt meet again?

Are there any suggestions you would like to offer? Jlv

. f

What did you enjoy most in the

tL L4

What did you enjoy least in the sessions? Why?

-X Ca r

se other side of paper if necessary)

,,, ..

,
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PROJECT SPA

Tyr. Edna O. Me ers, Chief Psychol
or hside Center, New York

would be very grateful if your 1_!cl t=ake tlrc tine answer
following questions. Please answer as, fully as possible (you wed hotsign your name if you do riot choose ). Thank you.

QUESTIONNAIRE

'Do ycau think ,you would be able to 1-1!3C1 a.prooxan of "Iur in-train gl'with all your children? Would you be able to use this prooramwith children in a classroom

Cr

Did you find the program of "bra '1o" useful t_ you?

ill you continue to Avon on these ide

there any s estions you would like offer

y most in the.

you onyiy 1QaSt: in the .c.!ssi Why?

Use other e of paper if necessary)
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PROJECT SPA

Dr, Edna O. Meyers, Chief Psychologist
Northsiue er, New York

I would be very grateful if you would take th tn . to answoK tto

followino questions. Please answer as fully possible (Ici not

sign your name if you do riot choose to). Thank you.

tiv a,

you

h

Did you

QUESTIONNAIRE E

think you would be able to use a program of "brain-training"
your children? Would you.be'able to use this program
droll in a elassrc m?

a the prog of "brain-, -inin to you? Why?

,3

a-n-1 61

11.you continue o work ors these ideas even if we den''t meet aain?

y suggestions you would like to offer?

a' co

t did you enjoy m in t ?ssions?

C,CA,et

Thank you
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PROJ ECT SPA

From Dr. Edna O. Meyers, Chief Psveholooist
Northsido Conter, Now York

I would be very_grtuful if you would take the time to answer the
following quetions. Please answer as fully as possible (you need not
sign your rue if you do riot choose to) Thank you.

QUESTIONNAIRE

1., Do you think /you would be able to use a prociram of "brain- training"
with all your children? Iteo, Would you be able to use this program

. with children in a classroom?
(

.2. Did you find the program of "brain-training" useful to you? why?
-, ;

,
fl, )--,

, ,..',: ', . c
6 Q r I )

; ) ;
f ) f i 1 ; N

1 elf . V. . ',' I '', <1.. c'%6 ,O.Ap 6-

r v I ) i 017'

2. :-A._,,. 6-1_-t ,_-_,.., . fl,.....i__. .1 .,,..._ t.:-!t,,, , , s !). 'nt <1-4 Q '"1- j"..7',

t) j 1:2 a. t , ,

3W Will you eontinuete work on tese ideas even if we don't meet again?
,./

Are.i there any suqestioim you would iike to off/el?
/

.

/.
....,k,,r)-,,--!-te.

-1
,

i ,

t ), )

, ! ,

f. ,--

1

,, L...KA,., 04,1 5 4.. .---1-1- 1-= 'r4

1,.c;r:-.4 .p.,.....cu.(f-' ,,;,f,,A..A.,.--M ''-,:- .e.1,,, ,f7: -'
. , I

I (1 / 1
i

*'". 0 0, CA (")::1.- L'CL. l''''`
f

o

...., 0

3. What did you, enjoy most in the sessions?

id you e Why?y (1east in the sessions?

)
t!

. r
.

.-

,

q

6l:
ri i `.- , /i .

so k.-
- 0

Use other side '0. paper if necessary) Thank you.
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PROJECT :SPA
irr:,)m: Dr. :Edna 0. Meyors, Chief

PsychologistNorthside Contort Now York
I would be very urtecul if von muld Laic the time to answer the
foP.00ing quu. L i

1' lQw.=:.(2
htn-%wt: as fully as po,ible (you need not

'; uign yor namo if you n eho
Thank you

do ot use to).

QUESTIONNAIRE
1.. Do :.:(311 think 'you would he able to use a progra.m of

"brain-tr.-linino"

with all your childrcql?
Would you he able to use thi-.3 proglam

wJth
ch1.7,dren in a Cliv;5-rJom?

2. Pd you find the program of "brain training" useful to you? -Whv?,.

e'

4

vo!tk on ()se ideas even' if'we flon't mect again?
.

*

t
't-!1-3::.171youe; lanuo
ft)

4. I: there any suggestions
you -would like to .offer?

9 9t.:CN

4

6,1 ,I

I.. I .

L 4 e q e-g,,,,,,Lo
J

,

-

i

t'4' ek.4., lLJ

1=1

= f

1:ThAt did yOuOnjOyM2 I. In
e,sessions?:

=

= /
e:-----'

Why?

Al -..Ill i. . .itatWi.a c . you enjoy least in ho . sessions?
..

,

....

/
Fe l .7a 07

.(1`. if
, ....

. ' :i . .4 :11- -.

r.t.,.1-1- --0 -, ...-
. ., .,-

, --

, .,. , it ' '- '- ,'.,, 1.1.4 (Ut-7.Q -nthbr
v.id0:1.1(

671.0r. i t1
__Iltuit,..!e,00.0

f I:

e
. elW.1-I

,

4 ik you.

=,
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PROJECT SPA

Northsidc Center, New. York ..

1 gist.From: i.-Dr. Edna O. Neyers-,Chicf Psvc

rould b _very gratetLt-if You )uicttakc Lhc time to am5wor Lhefollowing quesLion. .P Leas. cr aS_ fully as pot4.sihIo (yoU need notsiDnlyour name you lo riot choolF-3e to)
. Thank von.-

EST1ONNATRE

Do y
wi'th
with

.,y(in won [d L
11 yc 4ur Ghildxcn?
hildrcn in clas

1.(,)

W(.,0 (1- you
pr(_or)III uhr in -tl Jit

L,c ;Nli.Le to 115c this progrzun

you?' Why?,
Did ydu find the program of "brain-training"

-.

/VAA41,
Will- you continue to work on tY-s:- Id ev 1 if wr don! t moot a( ain?

Are there any suggestions you' would like to of

What did you en joy least in the sessions? Why?

4-34-,1-10ky;

AZ)L0

(Us other f pc if noc ry) Thank you.
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Edna 0. ,Meyer Chief Psychologist
North side Center, New York

I mOuld be very grateful you would take the time to answer 2:ci
following questions. Please answer as fully as possible (you
sign your -name if you do not choose to). Thank; you.

QUESTIONNAIRE-

Doyou_think ryou would be able to use a program of "brain- training"
with. all your children? W uld you be able tp useuthis pro r-
with -Children in a classroom?

Did you fin program b "brain7trainL

Will you continue to work on these ideas even if t meet again7

Are there any suggestions you would' like to o er7,

did you en o
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Edna O. Meyers, Chief Psychologist
hside Center, New York

wouldbe very grad if you would
following questions. Please answer as
..sign your name if you do not choose to)

Do you thin
with .1 ye:,Ut
wit l children

QUESTIONNAIRE

-you would be able to
children? WAIL

clasr,; oolI ?

e tl the time to afts,,i

Illy as pcssible
Thank you.

u need not

a pro or "br js1-tr
von Liu al
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Did you find program of "brain-trai g" useful to you?

n ' inu to work ors these id a s even

ere any suggestions you would like to offer?

dohrt moo again?

other side of paper ifi.n :y) Thank you.
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PROJE CT SPA

Edna O. Meyers, Chief Psychologist
hside Center, New York

d:be--:-Verygrateful if you would .take the time touswer the
'rag questions. Please answer as fully as possible (you need not
ur.-name if you do not choose to),. Thank-you.

you
al

th. ch

QUESTIONNAIRE

pink 'you would be able to use a program
your children?

_

Would you be able
ldren in a class oom?

use this pr

d you find the program of "brain-training" useful to you?

k on these ideas even if we don' t mee

Itions you would like to offer?

Why?
40 /l) fans

/ a ,6le

ions? Why?
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PROJECT SPA

Di. Edna. O. Meyers, -Chief Psycologist
Northside Center, New York

I would be very grateful if you would take the time.to-answer the
following questions. Please- answer as fully as possible. (you need
sign your name if. you do not choose-to). Thank you.

QUESTIONNAIRE

Do you think /you would be able to use a program of "brain - training"
with all your children? Would-you be able to use this program
with children-in ,a class 'cc

108

Did you find the program of "brain - training" useful to you? Why?

..4..(7

et

Will you con

Are there any suggestions you would like to ofer.

nue work.on these ideas even if we don"t meet again?

What did you enjoy most in the sessions?

E/lboAdb,-c-

Why?

enjoy least in the sessions? Why?

(Use other. side of paper it -ry) Thank you.
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LUIS MERCADO
COMMUNITY PRINCIPAL, P. . 7 MAN. - DIRECTOR at LA COMUNIDAD
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OFFICE OF THE PRINCIPAL

1971

Edna a. iMleyers, Dined
Project SPA
Northside Center
':.31 Central Park North
New York, N. Y. 10026

far hiss Meyer

R76-
TELEPHON

Thank you your letter o May 10th with -
,

.

ence to the Think _Workshop In canvassing a randomsampling of-the participan 1 can answer your q questionss follows.

1. The para srafessiona.1- advised me that ley werewereenthusiastic about the workshops and that they learned.a great_deal from same. They were very encouraged by theinformation discussed and as a result of participating inthem they bought puzzles for their owli.children(designs,
tiles, cards, etc.) and in addition they put into effectsome of the suggestions and practices reviewed intthe work-shop. They also advised that their children, as a result,f participating in the workshops, learned-to observe moredetails and also learned to apply some of the facts thatthey already knew. All the participants indicated thatthey look forward to the days in which the workshops wereto be held and a.Lso stated that they always wanted you tostay for a longer period than indicated.

We would certainly like the workshops in_roduc dnext It would seem to me that the groUp with whomthe woricak op should be held would best be discussed at a,00nferen e rather than to try to indicate the preference bymail. Kindly contact me can this matter at your earliestconvenience.

(con,inued)
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antiaLtlin. n 6 ,E 320 Sire t60ROUGH ZONE ADDRESS TELEPHONE
OFFICE OF THE PRINCIPAL

pa,':e two 1971

Edna
Frojec

Wrector

3. I believe that the suggestions- regardin .the.anization of the workshops. could also best.be handledconference.

It was Certainly a- pleas to .ave pu ort c wit;.-.:the :personnel- of -our school and we look forwwr ta. re-'tactint. you in the Fall,

ain.

°ordis 11, yc

Charles If
Principal
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I SI

Manhattan 10027 .134 West 122nd St. MO 2 ..314.60-7 BOROUGH ZONE ADDRESS TELEPHONE
OFFICE OF THE PRINCIPAL

May 2_ 1971

Dr. E..-0. Meyers
Northaide Center for'Ohild Development
31 Central Park North

New York 10026.

Dear Dr. Meyers:

You will recall that I was very enthusiastic
about your Think Workshops. The parents who par-tipated were also enthusiastic and they seemed to enjthemselves but I am not sure how much follow throughthere was with their children. We cannot ignore the
possibility that attendance may have been influenced'by the payment.

I would like to see e Workshop re-introduced
next year. If it could be worked out with the schooladministration, I would like to see a Workshop for
para-professionals and one for teachers. I think theinterest is there -- it may be a problem of logistics.

Best regards.

M ldre Pell
Guidance Counselor
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OW-MMINFIGX-
P.S. la M 10027 134 W 122 St MO 2.-3460_,H

bPROD5H ZONE ADDRESS TELE P HONE
OFFICE OF THE PRINCIPAL

Dr. E. O. Meyers

Nor beide Center for Child Development
31 Central Park North
New /Or--k; New York

I know that Mrs. Fell has already, written to,you
about the possibility of a program in our school again.
wholeheartedly endorse this request and do hope that

you will be able to be with us again.

Sincerely yours,
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80R0LIOH ZONE ADDRESS

OFFICE OF -THE PRINCIPAL

1971

Edna O. Meyers Director
SPA

NorthlAde Center for Child Devel.cp er t Inc.
31 C;:uLral Park North
i:311 York; N. 1. 10026

Dear Dr. Meyer

TEL PH

Mrs. Rosen and 1, in consultati ©u with the paraprofessionalsived, reached the following opinions

The workshops were received with great enthusiasm. Theresponses were all positive

Specifically, the parvrofessiona
them think)and5reated more aware
pursonal resources.

ported that it made
of the extent of their

she children, likewise enjoyed the games, and there' anoticeable increase in elf-esteem, Theyresponded in thi,manner to the respect that was shown to them.

The parenta were impressed with the extent of macou personally create.

tests to both
paraprofessionals and 1 n were atimuletirigal)d ehallenEing,

and served ail a real learning experience. I
"5-

,af.s2. The paraprafessiona/s recommend srthe workshop should be continued10.%11 them and mitendod too teachers And pnronte. 'They felt thettonchers could roach more children.

They avnphasized that all teachers and alb paren hould learnthe basic truth that a child responds in a positive manner tobin being treated with respect and consideration and as aLi. no individual.

They_also,recommended special groupa-for non-English ape,5..ulvs and children (with en interpreter

NE
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9 117 Street 876.-.5603
ADDRESS TELEPHONE

OFFICE OF THE PRINCIPAL

e of the paraprofessionals indicated that this "Think
Processo was similar to a course she is taking at batten
Community College (Science Education).

The tests gave the paraprofessionals dramatic indication
of their growth in awareness through using the process
of the "Think Method."

The materials used for upper-grade children were good. For
example, the woriassociation games. There is a need for
similar materials for the let and 2nd grades.

The puzzles wer oyable but too difficult to duplicate.

The paraprofeseionals indicated they would like more
The lunch sessions were tote brief and hurried.

They also recommended the use of more materials or mailer
groups able to work more intensively with the materials.

They felt that the groups should remain intact. New people
should not be admitted after the workshops were on their way

They would appreciate advance notice before testing 30 that
they could be available.

The paraprofessionals would like to know the results of the tes

In general, this was a very successful workshop and
Rosen and I would welcome your continuing this work and

it to our staff and parents.

Thank you for all your help.

Sincerely,

:ma 0 ST L, FriPrincipal


